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Extension of Geometric Programming Theory  
Using Moment Generating Functions 
Abdelfattah Abdelmoti Muhammed  
Faculty of Mathematical Sciences, University of Khartoum 
Abstract: In this paper the idea that the problem of “moment generating functions and the entropy 
maximization as geometric programming duals”, Muhammed[16], is now extended to include some 
infinite and continuous cases . Among all continuous distributions it is shown that the exponential 
distribution is the only one that maximizes the entropy subject to the single moment condition  E[ X 
] = µ , theorem(2.1). And among all discrete distributions it is shown that the geometric distribution( 
ρ) is the only one that maximizes the entropy subject to the same single moment condition ; 
namely E[ X ] = µ , theorem(3.1) . The way that these two distributions are obtained gave new 
insight in the steady state distribution of the  M/M/1 ,  and the  M/M/∞  queues in connection of 
some law of conservation of information. 
Keywords: Entropy , geometric programming , Moment generating functions, exponential, 
geometric , and Poisson distributions , M/M/1 queue, information .  
صلختسملا :  تنأــسي ذيذًح ىخي فٕــس تقرٕنا ِذْ يف " تناذن ىًظعنا تيآُنا داجيإ عي ؤشعهن ةذنًٕنا تناذنا صاكعَإ
 تيحايٕهعًنا  -entropy "  تيسذُٓنا تجيزبنا يف ٍيخيئاُثك[16]  تهصخًنا ٔ تيئآَلانا ثلااحنا ضعب ىنإ . ٍي َّأ ذجَ
   طزــشنا جحح ِلاعأ ىًظعنا تيآُهن ذيحٕنا محنا ٌأ ؛ تهصخًنا تيناًخحلإا ثاعيسٕخنا مك ٍيبE[ X ]=µ عيسٕخنا ْٕ  
 يـــسلأا –تيزظَ(2.1)  .  ِلاعأ ىًظعنا تيآُهن ذيحٕنا محنا ٌأ تعـطقــخًنا تيناًخحلإا ثاعيسٕخنا مك ٍيب ٍي َّأ اًك
   طزــشنا جـححE[ X ]=µ يسذُٓنا عيسٕخنا ْٕ  -تيزظَ(3.1) .  ٍيخناذنا ٍيحاْ ىهع آب اُهـصح يخنا تقيزطنا ٌأ اًك
 فٕفــصنا ىظُن ةزقخــسًنا لٕهحنا يف زثكأ َاقًع جحُي –M/M/1 , M/M/∞ مثاًي ثايٕهعًنا ءاقبن ٌَٕاق عي اذْ  ،  
 طقف تصاخنا تناحنا ِذْ يف ةداًنا ءاقب ٌَٕاقن .
ةيحاتفم تاملك : تيحايٕهعًنا تناد–entropy  عيسٕخنا ، يــسلأا عيسٕخنا ، ؤشعهن ةذنًٕنا تناذنا ، تيسذُٓنا تجيزبنا ، 
 يفصنا واظُنا ، ٌٕــساب عيسٕح ، يـسذُٓنا :M/M/1.   
1  INTRODUCTION  
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 The entropy maximization problem is the central problem in Information Theory . The development 
of Information Theory  is mainly due to Shannon[20], Fisher[11], and Wiener[23] (1956) , see also 
Kullback(1959)[15] . It is first that Duffin and Zener who related the entropy problem in statistical 
mechanics to geometric programming (1966)[9] . Geometric programming appeared in (1967)[8] , 
is developed later by Peterson [18] . The relation between information theory in general and 
geometric programming was established  in great details in a Ph.D theses(1987)[16] . A later 
application concerning communication theory is due to M. Chiang[1] (2003), [2](2004), and 
[3](2005) , Chiang etal[4](2006) .  
The problem , in geometric programming , relevant to the development that will follow is the 
unconstrained posynomial program namely;  
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The dual problem of which is;  
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   ,    where   A = ( aij )mxn  is a given matrix .  
Our concerns here is the case where  aij  is just  x-µ , where  j=1 and hence we identify  ai1  with  i = 
x  .  Obviously problem(1.1) is always consistent and  G( z)  is convex and differentiable w.r.t. z  , 
and hence so is  log G( z ) . Geometric programming theory in this case[8](1967) can be stated as 
follows ;  
 Theorem(1.1): “ If there exist a strictly positive solution p > 0  to problem(1.2) , then :-  
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              ( i )  G( z ) attains its minimum value at a point  z* , and  logV( p )  attains its maximum  
                       value at a feasible point  p* with ; 
        ( ii )  logG( z* ) = logV( p* ) ,  moreover ;  
        ( iii )    *
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   ,   i=1, 2, … n . ”  
    Proof : See Duffin, Peterson and Zener[8] pp(118-121) .  
Observe that the two objective functions , log G( z* ) , and  logV( p* )  are conjugate transforms  
of each other , a basic characteristic of geometric programming . The relation between this 
conjugate inequality and the arithmetic – geometric mean inequality ,  from which the name 
geometric programming came ,  can be found in Muhammed[16] section (3.2) pp.37 – 39 . 
 2  THE CONTINUOUS CASE :  
The continuous case is of great importance in many fields and the entropy in the continuous 
form appeared under different names like invariance and directed divergence see, e.g.,  
Kullback[15] . The continuous case , using Lagrange multipliers , is first mentioned by 
Jaynes(1957)[14] ,  also by Templeman and Xingsi [21](1985) .  The form of , the dual  
geometric , pair can be stated as follows : -  
Problem(2.1) :   
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Problem(2.2) :  
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where  gj( . )  are given measurable functions of the random variable  X  whose probability density 
function is the decision variable  f  .  
Our concern here is the case  j = 1 , with  g1(x) = x - µ   , and  c( x ) = 1 .  The two problems  
above become ;   
Problem(2.3) :   
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We can see the similarity between the pair[(1.1), (1.2)] and the pair[(2.1), (2.2)] .  Is it possible to 
prove a theorem similar to theorem(1.1) .  
Theorem(2.1): “ If there exist a strictly positive solution f( x ) > 0   x > 0   to problem(2.4) ,  
then :-  
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              ( i )  problem(2.3) is consistent and  G( z ) attains its minimum value at a point  z* ,  
                      and  logV( f  )  attains its maximum  value at a feasible pint  f* with ; 
        ( ii )  logG( z* ) = logV( f* ) ,  moreover ;  
        ( iii )    *)(*
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where  λ  and  z  are the Lagrange multipliers . Using Fubini’s theorem we get; 
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    ……. …………………… (2.1)  
Since the integrand in L(x, λ, z) , namely 
)(
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log)(
xf
xf  is concave ,  and the other two 
integrands are linear , then the condition ; 
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  ,   giving the maxima of   L(x, λ, z).  
Or                          log  f*( x ) = – ( 1- λ ) + z*[x - µ]  ,  giving : 
                                        f*( x ) = e[x-µ]z* eλ-1       ………………………… (2.2) 
Integrating with respect to x and using the normality condition we get: 
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[for G( z* ) to be finite  z*  ought to be negative ] 
Hence; from equation (2.2) we get:   0,
*)(
)(*
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. ………………..  (2.3) 
This clearly satisfies the non-negativity and the normality constraints. For this function to satisfy the 
third constraint we must have;  
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Observing that;   0*,0,*)(*
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0
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z
dxe xzxz , but this is the 
exponential distribution with mean equals  - z*  . In which case equation (2.3) implies that µ = - z*  . 
Therefore: 
                                                                                              ………………………… (2.5)                                                                                    
It is clear that problem (2.3) is always consistent and the function G( z )  is convex and infinitely  
differentiable with respect to z  . Hence the condition for a minima is, by Fubini’s theorem, :-  
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 , or   
  f*( x ) = µe
-µx
 ,  µ > 0  ,   x ≥ 0 
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1)(* dxxf   and logG (z*) is a constant with respect to x, then by integrating over x we 
get:  
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Now observing that the above derivation stays intact upon introducing   c1( s ) , constant with 
respect to both x and z , in the following way .  
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  Second ;  the value of   f*( x )  stays the same since  c1( s )  cancels out in the expression : -   
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Notice also that;   

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                                         c1(s )G( z* ) = 0

s
s

 , 
which is the moment generating function of the distribution given by  f*( . ) of equation(2.5) .  By the 
uniqueness theorem of the inversion of moment generating functions, Widder[22](which is similar 
to that of the inversion of Laplace transforms, see Appendix A) then problem(2.2) is consistent and  
f* ,  obtained by the above method , is the unique optimal solution that satisfy (iii) of theorem(2.1) . 
Also z* is optimal for problem (2.1) and satisfies (ii) in theorem(2.1) upon  substituting  f* in the 
entropy function . This completes the proof.  
3.   THE GEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION 
   The  probability mass function of the geometric distribution is ;  
p( x) = (1- ρ)ρx ,  for  0 < ρ < 1 ,  and  x = 0, 1, 2, …. .  
    If we let  log ρ = - µ ,  for  µ > 0 , and  0 < ρ < 1 ,   then  p( x ) = (1 – e-µ)e-µx  .  
    This is why this distribution is sometimes called the discrete version of the exponential 
distribution.  The general problem is to solve the pair:  
Problem (3.1):  
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Problem (3.2): 
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 where gj( . )  are given measurable functions  j=1, 2, …, m .   
Again our concern here is the case j = 1 , with  g1(x) = x - µ   , and  c( x ) = 1 .  The two problems 
are:  
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Theorem (3.1): “If there exist a strictly positive solution p(x) > 0   x > 0   to problem (3.4) , then:-  
              ( i )  problem(3.3) is consistent and  G( z ) attains its minimum value at a point  z* , and 
logV( p  )  attains its maximum  value at a feasible pint   p* with ; 
        ( ii )  logG( z* ) = logV( p* ) ,  moreover ;  
        ( iii )    *)(*
*][
zG
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zx 
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Proof :  
 The derivation is quite similar to the continuous case where integration is replaced by summation. 
(iii) is the same as in equation(2.3) .  Also z* is optimal for problem (3.1) and satisfies (ii) in 
theorem (3.1) upon substituting p* in the entropy function  

0 )(
1
log)(
x xp
xp  .  
Now observing that the above derivation stays intact upon introducing   c2( s ) ,  s ≥ 0 , a  
constant with respect to both x and z , in the same way as in the previous section . Thus:-   
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where z* must -µ . Letting z* = (log ρ) < 0, or 0 < ρ < 1, we get;  
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 , s ≥ 0, then multiplying both sides of equation (3.2) by c2(s), this is 
obviously has no effect on the optimal solution, and we get;  
            c2(s)G( z* ) = 0
1
1



s
e s

 ,  which is the moment generating function of the 
geometric distribution under consideration .  
p*(x) = (1-ρ)ρx  ,  0 < ρ < 1  , x = 0, 1, 2, … .        ………….………………… (3.3) 
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Again by the uniqueness theorem of the inversion of moment generating functions, problem (3.4) is 
consistent and p*  is the unique optimal solution .  
 
4    Note:  For completion we mention that the maximum entropy distribution under no constraints 
namely; 
                                            



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N
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         is    p*(x) = 1/N  ,  for all  x = 1, 2, …. , the uniform discrete distribution. This is saying that all 
events are equally likely, or there is absolutely no information about which event is more probable 
to occur than which [complete uncertainty].   
4.  CONCLUSION:  
(5.1)  Through the use of moment generating functions the existence and uniqueness of an optimal 
solution to the entropy maximization problem was established for both the continuous and infinite 
discrete cases. When the only information given is the mean µ, then the maximum entropy 
distribution in the continuous case is the exponential distribution, and in the infinite discrete case is 
the geometric distribution, which is often called the discrete version of the exponential distribution. 
Also, from appendix B, the Poisson distribution enjoys the same characteristics. The exponential 
distribution is often called the most random distribution.  It is also known to be the only distribution 
which is memory less.  [Appendices C & D]. 
(5.2)   when events occurring have Poison distribution, then the time between successive events 
has exponential distribution [Appendix B]. In the theory of queues both of these distributions has 
the same name (Markovian distribution). For example the M/M/∞ queue is a Markovian input 
Markovian output system with infinitely many servers. Since there is no information other than that 
given by the completely random distributions, given only the condition of the mean, [the input & 
output], one expect the distribution of the number in the system also to be completely random, 
[given the condition of the mean]. In this case when there are n customers the service rate is nµ. 
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The probability that the server is busy equals the traffic intensity ρ = λ/nµ. Hence, if X is the 
random variable representing the number in the system, then;   
 E[X] = n.ρ + 0.(1 - ρ) = λ/µ  , which is the same as the mean time between successive arrivals . 
Using theorem (2.1) ; the maximum entropy under only one condition E[ X ] = λ/µ is : -  
                       0,)( 

xexf
x




    .  
Thus ; according to appendix B the probability  n customers in the system is ;   
                                                                                               ,  
 
Exactly as the solution obtained by difference differential equations, see for example 
Gross&Harris[12],  
 pp. 29 – 31, which is Poisson (λ/µ).  
(5.3)   In the above case when there are  n  customers the service rate is  nµ  , but when there is 
only one server the service rate at any time is just  1.µ , a system known as the  M/M/1 queue 
{Such a system has a steady state solution when λ < µ  see[12], pp.40 – 47}. If we know that  
E[ X ] = ρ/(1 – ρ) , then the maximum entropy distribution , according to section( 3 ) is the 
geometric distribution [ Theorem(3.3)] : -  
p*(x) = (1-ρ)ρx  ,  0 < ρ < 1  , x = 0, 1, 2, … .         
Because E[ X ] = ρ/( 1 – ρ ) , where  ρ = λ/µ  .  
 
(5.4)   An observation that might worthwhile mentioning is that : “ When the only information 
available is a maximum entropy arrivals distribution, P( λ ) , and a maximum entropy departures 
distribution ,Exp( µ ), then the resulting distribution is a maximum entropy distribution ,  Geo(λ/µ). ”  
In some sense, this is a law of conservation of information, information being measured by the form 
of information function, called entropy function mentioned above.  
     P( x ) =  
 
,....2,1,0,
!


x
x
e
x




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APPENDIX 
Appendix A: “ The moment generating function uniquely determines a distribution function  
                          and , conversely , if the moment generating function exists , it is unique ”.  
                          Widder[22], p.460.  
Appendix B :  Let  T  be the random variable representing time between successive arrivals in a 
                       Poisson process with rate  λt . Then P{ T > t } = Probability no arrivals in [0, t), or  
                       P{ T > T } =  p( 0 ) = 
  tt e
t
e 
  
!0
0
   if and only if ;  
                       P{ T ≤ t } = 1 – e-λt  ,   which is the distribution function of the exponential  
                                                            Distribution with parameter  λ  . 
Appendix C :  The memory less property of the exponential distribution :  
                        Let  T  be an exponential random variable with parameter  λ  .  Then for t1 > t0  
                
   
01
0
0
01
0
10
01 1
)(1
)()(
}{
}|{
0
1
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t
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e
e
ee
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














  ,  
                        which depends only on the difference  t1 – t0  and not on  t0  . Now according to  
                        Appendix B, the Poisson distribution is also memory less . 
Appendix D :  “ The exponential distribution is the only distribution with the memory less  
                           property.”  
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                 First we need the following lemma:-  
                 “The only continuous function that solves the equation g( s + t ) = g( s ) + g( t )  
                    is the linear function  g( y ) = cy .” Parzen[17] .  
Proof of theorem , see[12] :  From appendix C above : -  
                       P{ T ≤ t1| T > t0 } = P{ 0 ≤ T ≤ t1 – t0 } . ……………………………( * ) 
Now since  t1 > t0 ≥ 0 , subtracting each side of equation( * ) from 1 we get ;  
P{ T > t1| T > t0 } = P{ T > (t1 – t0) } ,  
Or  
 
 
 
     }{ln}{ln}{ln
}{}{}{
}{
}{
}{
},{
}{
},{
0101
0101
01
0
1
01
0
01
ttTPtTPtTP
ttTPtTPtTPor
ttTP
tTP
tTP
or
ttTP
tTP
tTandtTP
or








 
By the corollary the only solution is ; ln[P{ T > t }] = ct , equivalently P{ T > t } = ect .  
Therefore ;  P{ T ≤ t } = 1 - ect .  
 
